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Readings in the Philosophy of Technology - David M. Kaplan 2009 Collects the important works of both the forerunners and contemporary theorists of philosophy of technology, addressing a wide range of topics on technology as it relates to ethics, politics, human nature, computers, science, food, and the environment.


Readings in the Philosophy of Social Science - Michael Martin 1994 the first comprehensive anthology in the philosophy of social science to appear since the late 1960s

Classic and Contemporary Readings in the Philosophy of Education - Steven M. Cahn 2012-04-19 Now even more affordably priced in its second edition, Classic and Contemporary Readings in the Philosophy of Education is ideal for undergraduate and graduate philosophy of education courses. Editor Steven M. Cahn, a highly respected contributor to the field, brings together writings by leading figures in the history of philosophy and notable contemporary thinkers. The first section of the book provides material from nine classic writers, while the second section presents twenty-one recent selections that reflect diverse approaches, including pragmatism, analytic philosophy, feminism, and multiculturalism. The second edition features expanded selections by Locke, Rousseau, Kant, and Dewey, along with eight new readings.

Readings in the Philosophy of Language - Peter Ludlow 1997 A central theme of this collection is that the philosophy of language, at least a core portion of it, has matured to the point where it is now being spun off into linguistic theory.

Readings in the Philosophy of Law - John Arthur 2001 This anthology of classical and contemporary philosophical and legal essays and legal cases focuses on legal philosophy as its own subject--rather than as an outgrowth of social or political philosophy or applied ethics. The essays focus on how law is organized and the particular philosophical issues that law raises--and gives readers the opportunity to think through actual debates—many of them still live in the courts. Provides short introductions and thought-provoking questions for each selection. The Practice of Law. The Rule of Law. The Moral Force of Law. Elements

Readings in the Philosophy of Law-Keith Culver 1999-12-07

Readings in the Philosophy of Law-William H. Shaw 2010 This anthology of classical, contemporary, philosophical and legal essays/cases focuses on legal philosophy as its own subject—rather than being a part of social/political philosophy or applied ethics. The essays within this reader focus on how law is organized and the particular philosophical issues that it raises. The book requires students to think through actual debates—many of them still currently in the courts.

Contemporary Readings in the Philosophy of Literature-David Davies 2008-03-06
What, if anything, distinguishes works of fiction such as Hamlet and Madame Bovary from biographies, news reports, or office bulletins? Is there a “right” way to interpret fiction? Should we link interpretation to the author’s intention? Ought our moral unease with works that betray sadistic, sexist, or racist elements lower our judgments of their aesthetic worth? And what, when it comes down to it, is literature? The readings in this collection bring together some of the most important recent work in the philosophy of literature by philosophers such as Martha Nussbaum, John Searle, and David Lewis. The readings explore philosophical issues such as the nature of fiction, the status of the author, the act of interpretation, the role of the emotions in the act of reading, the aesthetic and moral value of literary works, and other topics central to the philosophy of literature.

Readings in Philosophy of Religion-Linda Zagzebski 2009-03-30 This anthology offers a comprehensive historical introduction to the central questions of philosophy of religion. Approximately two-thirds of the selections are from ancient, medieval, and modern sources, helping students to understand and engage the rich traditions of reflection on these timeless questions. The remaining contemporary readings introduce students to the more recent developments in the field. Each of the thematically arranged sections begins with an editor’s introduction to clarify the central issues and positions presented in the readings that follow. Topics include: * traditional theistic arguments * religious experience and revelation * fideism * naturalistic approaches to religious belief * the divine attributes * fate, freedom, and foreknowledge * the connection between religion and morality * the problem of evil * death and immortality * religious diversity * faith, reason, and the ethics of belief * science and religion. The text can be used alone or in conjunction with a secondary text in philosophy of religion such as Zagzebski's "Philosophy of Religion: An Historical
**Introductory Readings in the Philosophy of Science**-Elmer Daniel Klemke 1998

This popular reader has been vastly updated with ten stimulating new selections on the natural and the social sciences: feminism; postmodernism, relativism, and science; confirmation, acceptance, and theory; explanatory unification; and science and values. Retaining the best essays from the previous editions, the editors have added important new pieces to maintain this influential text's relevance.

**Emergence**-Paul Humphreys 2016-10-14

Interest in emergence amongst philosophers and scientists has grown in recent years, yet the concept continues to be viewed with skepticism by many. In this book, Paul Humphreys argues that many of the problems arise from a long philosophical tradition that is overly committed to synchronic reduction and has been overly focused on problems in philosophy of mind. He develops a novel account of diachronic ontological emergence called transformational emergence, shows that it is free of the problems raised against synchronic accounts, shows that there are plausible examples of transformational emergence within physics and chemistry, and argues that the central ideas fit into a well established historical tradition of emergence that includes John Stuart Mill, G.E. Moore, and C.D. Broad. The book also provides a comprehensive assessment of current theories of emergence and so can be used as a way into what is by now a very large literature on the topic. It places theories of emergence within a plausible classification, provides criteria for emergence, and argues that there is no single unifying account of emergence. Reevaluations of related topics in metaphysics are provided, including fundamentality, physicalism, holism, methodological individualism, and multiple realizability, among others. The relations between scientific and philosophical conceptions of emergence are assessed, with examples such as self-organization, ferromagnetism, cellular automata, and nonlinear systems being discussed. Although the book is written for professional philosophers, simple and intuitively accessible examples are used to illustrate the new concepts.

**Readings in the Philosophy of Religion - Second Edition**-Kelly James Clark 2008-02-14

Like the first edition, the second edition of Readings in the Philosophy of Religion covers topics in a point-counterpoint manner, specifically designed to foster deep reflection. Unique to this collection is the section on the divine attributes. The book’s focus is on issues of fundamental human concern—God’s suffering, hell, prayer, feminist theology, and religious pluralism. All of these are shown, in a lengthy introduction, to relate to the standard issues in philosophical theology—omnipotence, omniscience, immutability, goodness, and eternity. For this second edition, each major section ends with an extended reflection by a philosopher who shows how to think through the issues raised in the preceding essays. Also included are a new section on the ontological argument with classical discussions by Anselm and Gaunilo, along with a new essay by Laura Garcia; a new section on religious language; new essays on the free will defense, theodicies, and feminist theology; and a new version of the cosmological argument that does not rely on the principle of sufficient reason.
Readings in the Philosophy of Science-Leon Jaworski Professor of Biomedical Ethics and Director of the Center for Ethics Medicine and Public Issues Baruch A Brody 1970 New edition (previously 1971) of an anthology for an undergraduate course. Comprises four parts: theories, explanation and causality, confirmation of scientific hypotheses, selected problems of particular sciences. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Readings in Philosophy of Psychology-Ned Block 1980 Essays discuss behaviorism, reductionism, physicalism, functionalism, the nature of mental states, and the foundations of psychoanalysis

Readings in the Philosophy of Language-Taylor Grandy Professor of Philosophy Jay F Rosenberg 1971

Readings in the Philosophy of Science: From Positivism to Postmodernism-Theodore Schick 1999-12-10 This anthology traces the development of thinking in the philosophy of science from logical positivism to the present. Subsequent articles often clarify or critique preceding ones. As a result, students get a sense of how philosophical theories develop in response to one another.

Perceiving, Sensing, and Knowing-Robert J. Swartz 1976-01-01

Readings in the Philosophy of Religion-Andrew Eshleman 2008-04-28 Offers an array of Western and non-Western, theistic and non-theistic, religious thought. Combining key readings by contemporary philosophers with pivotal historical texts, this anthology brings together some of the best work in both Western philosophy of religion and Eastern thought - including selections on Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism.

Selected Readings in the Philosophy of Education-Joe Park 1968

Vision and Mind-Alva Noe 2002-10-25 The philosophy of perception is a microcosm of the metaphysics of mind. Its central problems—What is perception? What is the nature of perceptual consciousness? How can one account of perceptual experience fit into a broader account of the nature of the mind and the world?—are at the heart of metaphysics. Rather than try to cover all of the many strands in the philosophy of perception, this book focuses on a particular orthodoxy about the nature of visual perception. The central problem for visual science has been to explain how the brain bridges the gap between what is given to the visual system and what is actually experienced by the perceiver. The orthodox view of perception is that it is a process whereby the brain, or a dedicated subsystem of the brain, builds up representations of relevant figures of the environment on the basis of information encoded by the sensory receptors. Most adherents of the orthodox view also believe that for
every conscious perceptual state of the subject, there is a particular set of neurons whose activities are sufficient for the occurrence of that state. Some of the essays in this book defend the orthodoxy; most criticize it; and some propose alternatives to it. Many of the essays are classics. Contributors G.E.M. Anscombe, Dana Ballard, Daniel Dennett, Fred Dretske, Jerry Fodor, H.P. Grice, David Marr, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Zenon Pylyshyn, Paul Snowdon, and P.F. Strawson

**God Matters**-Herbert McCabe 2005-01-01 Seldom have God matters been treated with such verve, sense, rigour and humour as in this collection of writings by Herbert McCabe. The book demonstrates the depth and clarity of his theology and philosophy of God, his appetite for controversy, both political and theological, as well as a traditional Catholic concern for prayer, liturgy, Mary and St Dominic. The articles, which range widely, and represent over twenty years of characteristically dominican enterprise, reveal a personality that is itself clear evidence that God matters.

**Readings in the Philosophy of Science**-Pamela Hansford Johnson 1953

**Philosophy of Psychology**-José Luis Bermúdez 2005 Philosophy of Psychology is a well-structured introduction to the nature and mechanisms of cognition and behaviour from one of the leaders in the field.

**Readings in the Philosophy of Education**-John Martin Rich 1968

**The Philosophy of Sex**-Alan Soble 2008 Thirty contemporary essays that explore philosophically, conceptually, and theologically the nature, social meanings, and morality of contemporary sexual phenomena. From publisher description.

**Readings in the Philosophy of Religion**-Baruch A. Brody 1974 This anthology brings together 59 classic and contemporary readings on the philosophy of religion which stress, in particular, the analytical viewpoint.

**Scientific Inquiry**-Robert Klee 1999 An anthology of contemporary and classical readings in the philosophy of science aimed at undergraduates in philosophy and science. Focuses on the main issues in philosophy of science: the structure of theories, models of scientific explanation, reductionism, the objectivity of science, and the proper interpretation of mature scientific theories.

**Philosophy of Mathematics**-Paul Benacerraf 1984-01-27 The twentieth century has witnessed an unprecedented 'crisis in the foundations of mathematics', featuring a world-
famous paradox (Russell's Paradox), a challenge to 'classical' mathematics from a world-
famous mathematician (the 'mathematical intuitionism' of Brouwer), a new foundational
school (Hilbert's Formalism), and the profound incompleteness results of Kurt Gödel. In the
same period, the cross-fertilization of mathematics and philosophy resulted in a new sort of
'mathematical philosophy', associated most notably (but in different ways) with Bertrand
Russell, W. V. Quine, and Gödel himself, and which remains at the focus of Anglo-Saxon
philosophical discussion. The present collection brings together in a convenient form the
seminal articles in the philosophy of mathematics by these and other major thinkers. It is a
substantially revised version of the edition first published in 1964 and includes a revised
bibliography. The volume will be welcomed as a major work of reference at this level in the
field.

Readings in the Philosophy of Nature- 1963

Philosophy of Science-Yuri Balashov 2002 This comprehensive anthology draws together
writings by leading philosophers of science and will prove invaluable for any philosophy of
science course.

Readings in Philosophy and Cognitive Science-Alvin I. Goldman 1993 This collection of
readings shows how cognitive science can influence most of the primary branches of
philosophy, as well as how philosophy critically examines the foundations of cognitive
science. Its broad coverage extends beyond current texts that focus mainly on the impact of
cognitive science on philosophy of mind and philosophy of psychology, to include materials
that are relevant to five other branches of philosophy: epistemology, philosophy of science
(and mathematics), metaphysics, language, and ethics. The readings are organized by
philosophical fields, with selections evenly divided between philosophers and cognitive
scientists. They draw on research in numerous areas of cognitive science, including
cognitive psychology, developmental psychology, social psychology, psychology of reasoning
and judgment, artificial intelligence, linguistics, and neuropsychology. There are timely
treatments of current topics and debates such as the innate understanding of number,
children's theory of mind, self-knowledge, consciousness, connectionism, and ethics and
cognitive science.

Readings in the Philosophy of Law, second edition-Keith Culver 2007-08-29 The second
edition of Readings in the Philosophy of Law is a concise anthology of key arguments in the
philosophy of law, organized around the ideas of law and legal reasoning, limits on
individual liberty, responsibility, and international law. Selections new to this edition update
the anthology while continuing to present legal theory as a set of closely intertwined
arguments. Critical Race Theory is addressed, as are challenges to legal theory posed by the
emergence of the European Union. The readings provide superb coverage of both classic
and contemporary views, and they are edited only lightly to allow readers to grapple with
arguments in their original form. Culver's clear, accessible introductions discuss key terms,
claims, issues, connections and points of conflict in each section. Culver takes particular
care to place arguments in their historical and social context, with analogies and examples emphasizing the continuing relevance of historical and contemporary arguments.

**Philosophy of Mind: Contemporary Readings** - Timothy O'Connor 2005-07-26

Philosophy of Mind: Contemporary Readings is a comprehensive anthology that draws together leading philosophers writing on the major topics within philosophy of mind. Robb and O'Connor have carefully chosen articles under the following headings: *Substance Dualism and Idealism* *Materialism* *Mind and Representation* *Consciousness* Each section is prefaced by an introductory essay by the editors which guides the student gently into the topic in which leading philosophers are included. The book is highly accessible and user-friendly and provides a broad-ranging exploration of the subject. Ideal for any philosophy student, this book will prove essential reading for any philosophy of mind course. The readings are designed to complement John Heil's Philosophy of Mind: A Contemporary Introduction, Second edition (Routledge 2003), although the anthology can also be used as a stand-alone volume.

**The Philosophy of Literature** - Eileen John 2004-02-13

Essential readings in the philosophy of literature are brought together for the first time in this anthology. Contains forty-five substantial and carefully chosen essays and extracts Provides a balanced and coherent overview of developments in the field during the past thirty years, including influential work on fiction, interpretation, metaphor, literary value, and the definition and ontology of literature Includes an additional historical section featuring generous selections of the writings of early pioneers such as Plato, Aristotle, Nietzsche, and Hume Serves as an ideal introduction to the philosophy of literature or the philosophy of art, as well as a handy compilation of contributions to the field by its leading figures

**Readings in the Philosophy of Science** - Manfred S. Frings 1970

**Readings in Philosophy of Psychology** - Ned Joel Block 1981

**Quintessence** - Willard Van Orman Quine 2008-04-30

Through the first half of the twentieth century, analytic philosophy was dominated by Russell, Wittgenstein, and Carnap. Influenced by Russell and especially by Carnap, another towering figure, Willard Van Orman Quine (1908–2000) emerged as the most important proponent of analytic philosophy during the second half of the century. Yet with twenty-three books and countless articles to his credit—including, most famously, Word and Object and "Two Dogmas of Empiricism"—Quine remained a philosopher's philosopher, largely unknown to the general public. Quintessence for the first time collects Quine's classic essays (such as "Two Dogmas" and "On What There Is") in one volume—and thus offers readers a much-needed introduction to his general philosophy. Divided into six parts, the thirty-five selections take up analyticity and reductionism; the indeterminacy of translation of theoretical sentences and the inscrutability of reference; ontology; naturalized epistemology; philosophy of mind;
and extensionalism. Representative of Quine at his best, these readings are fundamental not only to an appreciation of the philosopher and his work, but also to an understanding of the philosophical tradition that he so materially advanced.

**Readings in the Philosophy of Law**-Jules L. Coleman 2013-11-26 An extraordinary collection of the finest essays in the core areas of legal philosophy, Readings in Philosophy of Law is a perfect introduction to the breadth of issues covered in the philosophy of law. The essays are all classic papers chosen as much for their clarity of thought and comprehensiveness as for their distinctiveness and importance to the subject matters of legal philosophy. This collection is ideal for the professional as well as the student, as it brings together classic essays that are not otherwise available in one volume. The reader sees each author's thoughts and arguments unfold naturally within the context of other important works. For breadth of contributions and intellectual rigor, Readings in Philosophy of Law is unrivalled.

**An Introduction to Moral Philosophy**-Wolff, Jonathan 2020-09-01 From respected philosopher and writer Jonathan Wolff, this brief introduction to ethics stimulates independent thought, emphasizes real-world examples, and provides clear and engaging introductions to key moral theories and the thinkers behind them. The new Second Edition offers expanded coverage of moral reasoning, as well as two thoughtful and contemporary new chapters on applying moral philosophy and the ethics of race. A companion primary source collection, Readings in Moral Philosophy, amplifies issues discussed in the text, connecting them to problems in applied ethics.
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